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Instruction booklet & full-size patterns. Bring cheery flowers and cute, chirping birds indoors with

Piece O' Cakes newest applique blocks. Mix and match up to twenty blocks to create unlimited quilt

variations.
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My pattern pack came today and I was really disappointed. There are 20 full size patterns for 8"

blocks and a booklet with applique instructions. The pictures showing applique and binding

techniques are too small to be very useful. Moreover, the largest picture of the quilt is 3.5" X 4

inches. I'd expected at least one full size color picture of the quilt and maybe some close up pics of

some of the blocks. There are some pictures of the quilt on the cover of the pattern pack showing 6

of the blocks and a quilt in a different colorway with 9 blocks on the back of the pack, but that's it.

Very disappointed. I love their books but I won't be buying any more of the pattern packs.

I got this pattern pack; packed it up and took it with me on a three day retreat. I had great fun taking

it with me to the half dozen shops we visited picking out bright, fun fabrics to use in the blocks. The

instructions are well done. You're given the choice of applique methods to use and directions for

each method. As with all Piece O'Cake projects, many pieces are involved so organization is key.

I've started on my first block and am enjoying it immensely.

I will most definately use these patterns, make the quilt(s) and adapt blocks into loving gifts. Lovely



patterns, well written, all around 5 star!

This is a beautiful pattern but not for the beginner. I've seen it made up and thought I'd like to make

it but after looking at the pattern. I know it's way above my skill level. But it is so cute and whimsical.

I love it.

I love the patterns and much more reasonably priced than Sue Spargo's designs. This is NOT a

book but more of a package of patterns with a few pages of directions. I still would purchase again. I

like it very much.

I love the pattern and have done a sample block. There are some of the instuctions that are a bit

vague and some that refer you to another book, pattern or CD to buy. I woul think that if a process is

used, it woul be explained in the pattern, not require an additional purchase. Pattern would be

priced right if it included directions.

This is one of the cutest quilt patterns I have ever come across! It is ADORABLE!! The flower

designs are beautiful and you can easily change it up to create your own design. However, the

pattern is pretty much perfect and I wouldn't change it.

This will be one of the first projects when my fabric is unpacked. The colors are going to be brilliant

in my new home. The designs are clear and directions very understandable. Can't wait to get

started.
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